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The JanJib System offers a

complete new way of building your

own type of jib arm. Because of

the unique modular system that

Egripment has invented, you can

now create a variety of 10

different jib arms with only ONE

basic Trunnion section, ONE basic

Front section and ONE basic Rear

section.
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With only two additional, different extension arms,

you will be able to work with jib arms that run from

105 cm / 41 inches long to 304 cm / 120 inches long,

and with different load capacities that vary between

9 kgs / 20 lbs. for a 3 CCD camera with an

Egripment MiniShot Remote Camera Head,

up to 45 kgs / 110 lbs. for a fully

equipped Film camera with or

without an Egripment HotShot

Remote Camera Head. 

EGRIPMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Maximum Height:
3.68 MTR / 12’1”!!!

For more technical
details see specification
view in this magazine.
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JANJIB
FIXED
75/120

Because we are constantly innovating, we have

decided to restyle the Egripment MiniJib “Classic”

and MiniJib “Long”.

With the introduction of

Egripment’s JanJib Fixed “75”

and JanJib Fixed “120” we once

again bring a top product into

the market. The arm of the

JanJib has been produced with

high quality aerospace dur-aluminum,

which makes the system a strong, safe and light-

weight system. The JanJib “F75” and the JanJib

“F120” have a maximum capacity of 45 kg, which is

enough for the nowadays generation of the TV and

Film Industry.

The JanJib can be used as a standard jib arm where

the Camera Man operates the fully balanced arm

from the front or as a Remote Crane where the

camera and JanJib are being operated by one person

from the back of the crane.

Since 1976, when Egripment

introduced the first Jib System to

the Film and TV Industry, many

manufacturers have been trying to

bring copies into the market.

Nowadays, Egripment’s Jib system

is still remarkable in the Film and

TV Industry.

JANJIB

The JanJib is the logical professional answer from

Egripment for many types of different “make do”

camera arms that we see nowadays in our industry.

The JanJib is made only for professionals by

professionals.

The JanJib is made of specially designed top quality

(Egripment approved) lightweight aluminium

sections that slide and clip together easily. The JanJib

is strong and offers professional quality steady

movements due to the well known Egripment

bearing systems that have been used in all our

Camera Cranes and Jibs during the past 25 years.


